Grandma of kids

This is the image of one page of a document. The text appears to be about a family, possibly the Pribula family, and their experiences and stories. The page contains a picture of the Pribula family, with a caption identifying them as top row: Leon, Raymond, Emil and Robert, and front row: Dorothy, Martha and Bernice.

The text describes the family's history, mentioning that one of the family members, Paul Pribula, had a store in Farley township, and that the family had a farm in Tabor.

The text also briefly mentions the Tilden Township, including the names of John and Anna Kotschevar and their family history. Tilden Township is described as a small town in the United States with a rich history.

The text then moves on to discuss the Kotschevar family's early education, land ownership, and their involvement in the agricultural business. The family moved from Prague, Czechoslovakia to New Prague, Minnesota, and later to Tabor, Iowa, where they farmed and raised cattle.

The text also mentions the Kotschevar family's involvement in the military, with John S. Kotschevar receiving his early education in Minnesota and finishing his schooling at St. John's College in St. Paul.

The text concludes by mentioning the Kotschevar family's contributions to the town, including their involvement in local politics and the agricultural business. The family's legacy is highlighted, with a focus on their hard work and dedication to their community.

In summary, the text is a comprehensive account of the Kotschevar family's history and their contributions to Tilden Township, providing a rich narrative of their lives and their impact on the community.